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What’s TAKTOPIA?

As of June, 2019

30+ 100+ 100+
Partners

Speakers &
Guests

University
Students

OUR VISION

OUR PROGRAMS

TAKTOPIA works with public and private schools(and local/ national
governments on occasion) in Japan to create an educational environment that
nurtures opportunity for students and increases the capacity of teachers.
We run and teach at oversea & within-Japan camps, help design school
curriculum, and partner with different organizations and individuals to bring
diverse educational offerings. TAKTOPIA was founded running
entrepreneurship camps, but we have since designed art programs, projectbased learning programs, English education programs, among others.
*Glocal=Global+Local

TAKTOPIA’s core vision started from entrepreneurship education: to empower
students to take initiative and ownership over their own learning and articulating their
values. Through the course of TAKTOPIA, Learning Designers have expanded to
include English and Art education in our programs - we believe that education is a
lens to which students can see their worlds differently and imagine new possibilities.

Lenses

Places

Liberal Arts

STEAM

Entrepreneurship

Liberal Arts

Language
The Big WHY
Entrepreneurship

English

Art

Boston, MA/ San Francisco, CA/
Los Angeles, CA/ Seattle, WA/ Ho
Chi Minh City/ Bali/ Bangkok/
Kuala Lumpur/ Singapore/ Taipei/
Brisbane (AUS)/ London (UK)/
Sheffield (UK)

CALL FOR ACTION
GROWTH IN JAPAN
TAKTOPIA works to reach into places in Japan where access to oversea
programs have previously been limited. We aim to increase our presence
throughout the country, and to respond to the needs of each localities.
23/47 Prefectures in Japan have done
programs through TAKTOPIA

222

Middle and high schools have worked
with TAKTOPIA

have experienced TAKTOPIA
2.1K+ students
programs thus far

For students to be exposed to new ideas and nurture inquisitive spirits, we believe in
creating a sustained environment of educationally engaged people who are willing to
build meaningful relationships - both momentary and lasting - with students. Let us
know if you’d like to be involved!
Be a speaker
We invite and work with entrepreneurs, researchers,
and creators of all trades who can share their stories
and life paths to our students.

Be a mentor
Current university students, recent graduates, and
graduate students are a vital part of our programs. As
role models, mentors are involved in running panel
sessions, campus tours, and individual/group
mentoring sessions during our programs.

Run a workshop
For those who want to be more involved in the process
of creating an educational workshop with TAKTOPIA,
Learning Designers work to fit the workshop
depending on the school’s specifications and needs.

Collaborate with TAKTOPIA
TAKTOPIA works with educational organizations
both in and out of Japan to nurture a network that
share common ideals.

